I investigate the sensitivity of future hadron colliders to di-jet resonances arising from Z ′ or coloron models. The projected discovery potential and exclusion limits for these resonances is presented in the coupling vs. mass plane, which highlights both the increased mass reach from higher energy machines as well as the improved coupling sensivity from larger luminosity.
If history holds, searches for dijet resonances will be the first beyond the standard model (BSM) analyses performed at future hadron colliders [1, 2] . We are thus motivated to understand the discovery reach and exclusion sensitivity for these resonances at such machines. Besides being useful probes for new physics, we note such searches are also useful standard candles for understanding and calibrating new detectors in an unfamiliar and exciting collider environment.
Of the possible spin and initial state combinations to produce a dijet resonance at hadron colliders, the most theoretically straightforward constructions are new color singlet or color octet vector resonances arising fromannihilation [3] . This is driven by requiring couplings that are renormalizable and flavor-universal, which reflect a desire for models with unsuppressed production rates that simultaneously satisfy flavor bounds.
There are two parameters that characterize a purely leptophobic, flavor-universal dijet resonance: mass and coupling. Following Ref. [3] , the coupling-mass plane provides a unified presentation of experimental limits, allowing ready interpretation of different experimental searches performed with different integrated luminosities and at different √ s. In particular, when considering future hadron colliders, the coupling-mass plane highlights the possible reach in both mass from higher √ s and coupling from larger luminosity. As in Ref. [3] , we consider color singlet (Z 1 The coupling g B is normalized to the baryon number charge 1/3 of the standard model (SM) quarks, giving
A massive color octet vector resonance arises in coloron models, where an extended gauge symmetry group of SU (3) × SU (3) breaks to the diagonal SU (3) c subgroup, which we identify as the SM color gauge group [4] . Assuming all SM quarks are universally charged under one of the parent SU (3) gauge groups, the interaction term of the coloron to the SM quarks is
where g s is the strong coupling constant. The current status of dijet resonance searches in the coupling-mass plane is displayed in Fig. 1 for (M Z ′ b , g B ) and (M G ′ , tan θ): the leading dijet search limits are from Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the plots are reproduced from Ref. [3] .
We investigate the future sensitivity to dijet resonances at the 14 TeV LHC, a possible 33 TeV pp collider, and a future 100 TeV pp collider. We use MadGraph 5 v.1.5.7 [14] with the CTEQ6L1 PDFs [15] to generate signal events for both the Z ′ B and the G ′ resonances. These events are passed through Pythia v6.4.20 [16] for showering and hadronization, and then through PGS v4 [17] for basic detector simulation.
The QCD background is also generated in MadGraph 5 with CTEQ6L1 PDFs and interfaced with Pythia as an MLM [18] matched sample of two-jet and three-jet events in separate bins of leading p T , following the prescription of Refs. [19, 20] . The events are then clustered by FastJet v.3.0.2 [21] using the anti-k T algorithm [22] with distance parameter R = 0.5. The p T bins for background generation are listed in Table I . We then adopt the same analysis cuts as [13] to form the dijet mass spectrum. We show our results for the background sample in Fig. 2 .
From these background and signal samples, we perform a bump hunt as a function of the coupling and the resonance mass. For a given resonance mass, we use a Crystall Ball fit (see the Appendix of Ref. [3] to isolate the Gaussian peak feature of the signal. These Gaussian parameters dictate the appropriate mass window of QCD background to compare to signal. We calculate statistical significance according to σ = N S / √ N S + N B , ignoring possible systematic uncertainties. We work in the narrow width approximation, and thus cross sections scale as coupling squared. We correspondingly solve for the 5σ discovery reach and the 95% C.L. exclusion limit. We show our results in Fig. 3 for the Z ′ B , and in Fig. 4 for the coloron. The lowest mass sensitivity in each projection is dotted to indicate uncertainty about the multijet trigger threshold. While a complete study of the trigger paths of future hadron colliders is beyond the scope of this work, it is clear that efforts to drive multijet trigger thresholds as low as practical is critical to ensure large sensitivity gaps do not develop as we move to next generation colliders.
These results show that future hadron colliders are very promising for extending the reach in both coupling and mass for new dijet resonances. The current projection for the 14 TeV LHC with 300 fb (18) TeV and 40 (44) TeV can be discovered (excluded), respectively. These fantastic discovery prospects lend strong support for the continued LHC effort in searching for new physics. We are also excited by the improved sensitivity after an LHC luminosity upgrade as well as the truly impressive discovery reach by future hadron colliders with higher center of mass energies. 
